
WHICH VIDEO STYLE IS RIGHT FOR ME!
You know you want a video but which style is right for you? 

Journalistic   Sometimes known as ‘documentary’ or ‘reportage’, this style involves capturing the events of the 
day as they happen, a video that documents your wedding from morning preparations through to evening 
reception, similar to;
Traditional   This is the old style of wedding video filmed from start to finish and with minimal editing, often 
lasts 2 to 3 hours, videographers who shoot in the journalistic style stay unobtrusively in the background lasts 2 to 3 hours, videographers who shoot in the journalistic style stay unobtrusively in the background 
during the day and hardly interact with the couple or their guests.
Our Sweet and Simple package with additional hours will be ideal for Journalistic and Traditional Videos.

Cinematic      Our preferred style, the Cinematic is filmed and edited more like a movie with a view to 
emphasizing the emotion and drama of the day. It may rely more on montages or special effects such as 
slow motion & background music. The camera work will feature more movement - sometimes using Polecams,
sliders and tracking, think Strictly Come Dancing or most blockbuster movies.
When we shoot in the Cinematic style we will guide shots and direct the couple or guests in a similar way as When we shoot in the Cinematic style we will guide shots and direct the couple or guests in a similar way as 
the wedding photographer.  Our 5 Star or Ultimate package will be ideal for this style.

Highlights    A popular style of wedding video, this is a highly edited version of your wedding video which 
lasts between 10 and 15 minutes. A mini movie of your entire day, black and white visuals, contrasting colour 
and dreamy slow motion cut to music of your choice. This is included with most of our packages. 
A short trailer can also be provided for an additional fee.

Marryoke     is a wedding day pop video in which you are the stars alongside your family & friends. 
The good news is, you don't have to sing - you just mime along to your chosen song. Marryoke videos can The good news is, you don't have to sing - you just mime along to your chosen song. Marryoke videos can 
be hilarious to film and to watch, great fun & entertainment for your guests but due to the amount of filming 
required they can seem to take over some sections of the day, and this style involves by far the most interaction 
and direction by your videographers.

Once you have chosen your style of video decide which package is for you.

My Big Fat Stylish Wedding
OUR NEWEST WEDDING MOVIE PACKAGE,  Similar to the TV show, our film crew will be with you throughout the 
strategic points of the build up to your wedding, filming your discussions, choosing the dress, the venue, arranging strategic points of the build up to your wedding, filming your discussions, choosing the dress, the venue, arranging 
the honeymoon and all the little touches that lead up to your big day, even the hen and stag nights! 
This movie can even be shown on widescreen t.v. or projected at your reception just before the Speeches.
This movie would be in two parts, the first is the build up filmed as stated, edited and then ready to be shown at 
your wedding reception to entertain your guests, usually just before or after the Speeches.
Price is dependant upon your requirements, number of shoots, editing, voice-over fee, projector or wide screen tv 
hire, etc, expect from £1200.
Second part would consist of whichever video package you have choosen to record your special day, then both Second part would consist of whichever video package you have choosen to record your special day, then both 
edited into one movie for you to enjoy.


